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ABSTRACT 

 

 

To live reasonably seems to be a high interest of every human. They, therefore, attempt to work 

in meeting their family staple demand, getting reliable wage to survive, and improving their 

family welfare. 

In essence, human always want to meet their either morally or materially important or 

unimportant staple demand. They work for meeting live demand. Secondary demand relates to 

the luxurious materials that may be retained consumption. It becomes evident when the primary 

demand has been met. Primary demand differs from secondary demand. Primary demand refers 

to the most important demand to survive including food, beverage, cloth and house. Secondary 

demand involves those to supplement primary demand. 

Above statement leads to a question whether those working as “yellow troop” for Cleanness 

Official of Malang City improve their family welfare from the wage or salary. The dramatic 

increase of staple’s price prevents their wage from meeting the daily demand. However, the 

demand must be met for them to survive. Therefore, they really need some efforts to meet their 

daily demand.  

Research subsumes into qualitative research to collect facts from informant’s words. The 

informant consists of honorary workers in “yellow troop”. Research explores data from 

observation, interview, and documentation to reveal the way used by yellow troop to meet their 

daily demand. 

Results of research indicate that yellow troop meets their daily demand by having part-time work 

to supplement their wage or salary, to improve their demand satisfaction, or even to get money 

for their children’s school fee. 

Working to meet their live demand and to achieve their welfare constitutes yellow troop’s dream 

despite their less than enough income. Limited wage or salary definitely put them into difficulty 

to meet the insisted daily demand. The regulation has guaranteed reliable work and income for 

every citizen. However, only few citizens enjoy this contribution. Lower income community still 

gets unexpected proportion 

 


